
The Explosion of November 17th 1870 at Kynoch’s, 
Witton, Birmingham. (2)
On the 19th of November the Post reports 27 persons injured, saying that 
within 6 weeks in one manufactory 39 persons have been disabled from 
work, and subjected to the most horrible tortures known in the whole range of 
Human suffering. Thirteen being children from 16 to 10 years old, and 8 
others between 17 and 21. It adds that many will carry with them until their 
dying days the scars and wounds received from the flying bullets and 
exploding fulminate, or may drag on a wretched existence as hopeless 
cripples, dependent upon charity for subsistence.

They continue to say that they do not wish to cast blame on the wrong 
people, and that the fear of an impending death will make a formal inquiry 
necessary. But, they declare in the name of Birmingham, and at the dictate of 
humanity, that this cannot go on, the accidents are becoming chronic. First 2, 
then 10, next 27, and if there should be another casualty the number may 
double even the last total.

There must be some way to prevent this needless suffering. Unhappily, under 
our system of “letting things alone” there is no authority to make enquiry, 
recent decisions limiting the powers of the Coroners. Magistrates have no 
power to interfere, and Factory inspectors are powerless. The Board of Trade 
that look after rail accidents have no account in matters like this, often more 
serious. There is no appeal but to the Public, who after being shocked, 
subscribing a few pounds, then goes on its way, as it cannot interfere with 
‘the course of trade”.

As long as legislation poses no hindrance and encourages the employment of 
children in dangerous occupations, the explosions will continue. Why are 
ammunition factories not placed under government inspection, and why 
should children be permitted to work in them at all. Children are unused to 
imagine danger and do not comprehend the risk that they incur. But, we are 
told that manufacture will not pay unless children’s labour can be had. 

Nobody has the right to make his profits depend on conditions which involve 
the repeated sacrifices of life and limb.


